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COLORFUL SHADOWS 

Raquel Bernal Arango (6°B) 
 

My story begin a very long time ago in a town called Shadow Town, this town called 

Shadow Town is black and white excepting for one thing: the shadows 

Shadows are used for knowing the mood of the person but the shadow´s go beyond 

colors, because one person equal to one shadow, one shadow equals to one flower in 

the magic garden, Rosie the fairy, is encharged of controlling the flowers. 

Vanella was a very helpful girl so she always went to the garden to help Rosie, one 

day when she went to the garden as usual, and when she get there she saw Rosie 

really worry so she asked Rosie why was she so worry so Rosie take her to one flower, it 

was red, suddenly Vanella start reviewing the corresponding color of the flower to each 

mood. 

Yellow for happy, green is for normal, beige is for bored, lavender is for jealous, 

black is for angry and white is for sad, when she realized that red didn´t correspond 

to any mood she decided to go and find the person that the shadow was red. 

That person was easy to find because was the only red shadow and it result to be 

a friend of Vanella, he was called Peter, a very good friend of her so Vanella explain 

him the case really quickly, and for her surprise he didn’t get scared or anything 

instead he stay really happy looking at her, for Vanella that was really weird so she 

asked, but the answer was even more surprising because what Peter answer was that 

he didn’t know was he was felling that he was happy and full of energy but he didn’t 

knew what was the name of that feeling so he tried to explain it better he said that he 



like her so much and he didn’t knew how to express that felling after all they decided 

to go and see Rosie, when Rosie see them she knew was happening, she explain to 

them that long time ago there was something called love and that it was a feeling but 

with the time this feeling began to be forgotten and that’s why we have so many wars 

and misunderstandings but there is always a person that remember the forgotten 

things and it seems that person is you Peter, but now you two have an important duty, 

go away spread the word and show was love is able to do, say that love is in 

everyone’s heart but you 

just have to turn it on and that every time that you feel love it will always be 

reflected in your flower in the Magic Garden but it will not only be one color it will be 

a multicolor flower in fact we can add new feelings not only mood and new colors 

and the combination of the feeling of love we can called it RAINBOW. 

After a couple of time everyone was feeling loved and the flowers were all 

multicolor flowers and every time more and more flowers grow they grow to many 

that there roots reach every place of the planet and everyone hearts and every time 

someone feels love there is always a rainbow or when someone feels sad and then love 

then there’s a rainbow. 

RAINBOW: 

Red: love 

Orange: enthusiasm Yellow: happy Green: 

normal 

Blue: compassionate Indigo: exited 

Violet: solidarity 
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